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Surface recovery of snall submersibles could
be mad e safer for personnel and hardwarè wi th the

installation on the submersible of an inflatable,

pneumatic bumper which acts also as main surface
buoyanc~T. 'rne use of such a bumper in the recovery
of DSRV ALVIN by her !)a tanaran mother ship, LULU,

is the subject of this study. It was determined,
from first order analysis of the surge velocities

of these two vessels in recovery position in a sea
state 6, that any such bumper or combination of bum-

pers (i.e. bQmperon LULU) would have to absorb

10,000 ft.-lbf, of energy. In order to protect the
mechanical arm, keep the forces of collision at an
acceptable level and re~ain present surface buoyancy, an increase in ascent and descent time must

be tolerated since the uninflated vertical projected

area of the fore8ody must increase. Large trim

moments, due to the presence of the air bU..iper at
the bo~ can be eliminated by use of a partially sub-

merged bumper.
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-ivNOT AT ION

A

wetted cross-sectional area of pontoons

a'1.1.

added mass coefficients

ao

l bumper wid th

bo

l bumper depth

b'1. ..1

linear drag coefficients

CD

drag coefficient

c.lJ.

static restoring force coefficients

d

penetration depth
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spring energy
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total energy
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forcing function of ALVIN
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forc ing func t ion of LULU
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spring force

g

gravi ty

H

wave height
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average 1/3 highest wave height

K

wave number

K

0,1,2,...

spring coefficients
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mean bumper length
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ship length

MA

mass of ALVIN
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virtual mass of ALVIN
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total momentum
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pressure
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wave period
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acceleration of ALVIN
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acceleration of LULU
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insentropic gas constant
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wave length
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-1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Bac kground

J '_p

The Deeu S'lOmergence Research Vehicle (DSRV)

ALVIN (fi~~re 1-1) and mother ship LULU (figure 1-2)
f~nction as one of the most unique and valuable

oceanographic instruments available to scientific

investigation of the benthic environment. The submersible and her mother ship are owned by the U.S.

Navy anq are operated by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Insti t'ltion. They form a most successful combination,

having completed over 400 dives from 1964 to 1972.

ALVIN disDlaces 15 long tons with an overall
length of 22 feet, a beam of 8 feet and a height of
7l feet from skids to main deck. She is des igned

primarily for benthic operation with no specifically

designed features for surface launch and recovery at
sea except for tow line pads and twin docking keels.

LULU is a catamaran that displaces 437 long
tons with an overall length of 100 feet, overall

beam of 48 feet and an individual pontoon beam of

14 feet. Fi~~re 1-) shows the positioning of ALVIN
and LULU for s'irface recovery. Shown also are some
of the problems involveq in docking ALVIN and LULU.
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Figure 1-2. DSRVT LULU Underviay wìth DSRV 'lURTLE.
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-5Notice the curvature of the ends of LULU's pontoons
and the aft arch under which ALVIN must pass before

mating with the cradle. Notice, too, the amount of
space available for lateral motion between the pon-

toons and ALVIN. The cradle shown has a lifting
capac i ty of 30 tons. It is supported at each of

four points by one inch chain that runs through
wild cats located just aft of midship.
Presently, docking is accompl ished by having

LULU close-in on the surfaced ALVIN and then maneuvering herself so that the seas are from astern.

ALVIN approaches from the rear and swimmers enter
the water to attach snubber lines to her towing pads.

Line handlers standing on the pontoons ~lide ALVIN

bet'ieen the pontoons. under the arch and position
her over the cradle, continuously preventing lateral

collision between the sub and the pontoons. The
cradle is raised at a rate of 30 feet per minute

~ntil it is clear of the air-water interface. The
final raised position has the upper level of the

cradle flush with the surrounding deck, thus allow-

ing easy access to ALVIN. The cradle is two-blocked

in this transit postion. Launch is basically a reversal of this procedure.

-6This recovery scheme is limited to sea state 3
or less; therefore ALVIN' s operating season is greatly rediiced, with costly and time-consuming postpone-

ments necessary during operating cruises.

An alternate underwater recovery method was

considered. This recovery scheme calls for the
cradle to be lowered 100 feet below the surface . At
this depth, ALVIN would no longer be under the in-

fluence of the wave action from a sea state 4. ALVIN
would dock with the cradle and thEn be lifted up

rapidly through the air-sea interface.
Towards this end, Vandiver (1969) conducted a
study of the dynamics of a non-linearly damped spring-

mass system such as would be the situation of ALVIN
docked on the cradle at 100 feet below the surface.
Following this was the modeling work of Cohen (1972)

who used a 1/40 scale model of LULU with the cradle

suspended 100 feet below. He ran this model in a
wave tank, using sea state 4 conditions. His con-

clus ion was: with the present recovery configuration, su.bmerged recovery is not atiy more. attractive

than the present surface recovery because the prgsent hoist system does not sufficiently decouple
the surface motions of LULU from the cradle.

-7Proposals to decouple the motions of LULU from
the cradle called for extensive and costly modifica-

tions to the present system. SUbsequently, in
January of 1973, William Rainnie, the Manager of
Deep Submergence Operations, suggested that this
author investigate possible schemes which would
allow surface recovery in sea state 4 and higher.

The two factors limiting present retrieval to sea
state 3 were given as:

(1) Personnel Safety - This includes the safety
of the swimmers who must enter the water

and attach the snubber lines to ALVIN and
the line handlers who must stand on the

pontoons during recovery. In sea state 4
or higher, it is possible for a man standing on the stern portion of the pontoons

to be totally submerged when LULU pitches
in head or following seas.

(2) Submersible Safety - As mentioned earlier,
ALVIN was designed for benthic operation
and has no means of protecting herself or
instruments attached to heT exterior in

case of collision with LULU during recov-

ery. Many vi tal and costly pieces of

-8equipment and sc ientific samples have been

lost during recovery in rough seas.
Intermediate Vehicle

The first approach investigated was suggested

by Rainnie. It called for the use of an intermediate
vehicle (tethered or untethered) which would go aft
of LULU and dock with ALVIN, preferably without the

help of swimmers. ALVIN, protected by the intermediate vehicle, could be pulled between the pontoons

and into hoisting positions without the use of line
handlers standing aft of the arch on the pontoons.

The major advantage of this scheme was that it would
call for minimum al tera tions to ALVIN and LULU. Ac-

cordingly, the major difficulty was that the inter-

mediate vehicle had to be designed around the exist-

ing system. The design problems encountered were:

(1 ) Docking With ALVIN - Aside from the obvious problem of matching the intermediate
vehicle' s wave response (RAO - Response
Ampli tude Opera tor) to ALVIN's wave re-.

sponse, there was the problem of where
to dock. Docking from fue front allowed
for the chance of damaging or los ing exterior instrùments on ALVIN i s bow.

-9Docking from the rear, as would be possilbe
wi th an untethered vehicle, allowed for

the chance of damaging the prop and shroud

and t~us crippling ALVIN. Since the
strongest point on ALVIN's exterior is

located near her center of gravity at

midship, the most logical docking approach

would be from the side. If ALVIN were
eventually to dock with a single hull

mother ship that required protection on
on~y one side, this approach would be
feas ible. But in the case of docking with
the interior of a catamaran, both sides
and the bow must be protected.

(2) Docking With LULU - Fi~ire 1-3 shows one
of the major docking problems with LULU,

the c~rvature of the pontoons. Also. aft
of the high arch, the pontoons are tapered
so that the waterplane is reduced rapidly.

Both of these factors pose the problem of
the intermed ia te vehicle, with ALVIN con-

nected, being caught under the pontoon.

Cohen (1972) showed that the aft tip of
the pontoons -pitch up to 14 feet (above

-10and below mean sea level) in 9 foot seas

wi th wave lengths of 160 feet (sea s tate
4) . This calls for a high outer wall on

the intermediate vehicle. From figure 1-3,
it can be seen that the intermediate ve-

hicle should have a 20 foot beam in order
to prevent any lateral motion while between

the pontoons. It can also be seen in
this figure that the intermediate vehicle

must retract its overall beam to not more

than 13l feet in order to pass between
the chains supporting the cradle . With

ALVIN having an 8 foot beam, this leaves
the intermediate vehicle with sides of
only 2* feet in the retracted position.

(3) Storage On LULU - There are serious storage

space and weight limitations on LULU. The
internediate vehicle could not be stored
'on the deck level due to lack of space.

The only available storage location for a

vehicle of the size sugge~ted already
would be the area below the main deck and
between the forward arch and the cradle

well. This imposes a length limit of 30

-11feet. If the vehicle extends below the
fo~ward arch, a height of about 4 feet, it
wi~l take tremendous pound ing in heavy seas.

It has been shown that the vehicle's sides

must be higher that 4 feet in order to
accommodate the curvature of the pontoons.

With the intermediate vehicle's storage
area being separate from ALVIN's storage

arèa on the main deck, there must be an
uncoupling of the two vehicles while they
still remain in the water and between the

pontoons. Such an operation in heavy seas
may urove to be no less dangerous to
personnel and equipment than the present

recovery operation. The conclusion for
this apnroach was that the intermediate

vehicle would be too massive and complex
to be reliably operated as a necessary

1 ink in surface recovery. The initial
reouirement for designing around existing features in the present system led to

the massive and complex design. The second anproach followed the opposite point

of view: monify LULU and ALVIN so that a

-12high sea state recovery could be accom-

piis~ed wi thout jeopardizing personnel or
instrument safety an(~. i'l thout the need of
introducing a new vehicle into the system.

Removal of Pontoon Curvature and Attachment of Bumper
to ALVIN

As the aòove heading indicates ,the modifications being considered are the flattening of the
interior walls and stern of LULU' S pontoons and the

permanent attacll~ent of a bumper to ALVIN. This
bQ~per would protect instruments attached to the
exterior of ~~~LVIN during collision with LULU.

The curvature could be removed from the pontoons

in one of several ways. It could be removed permanently by welding a flat plate to the interior of the
pontoons. filling the gap between the pontoon and

plate with buoyancy material. This would compensate
for the Weight of the plate. The curvature could
be temporarily removed by the inflation of a water
bumper below the waterline on the interior of the

pontoons. This would give some resiliency to LULU
during collision with ALVIN.

There are other pqssible schemes that could be
investigated to remove the curvature, but the atten-

-13tion of this paper will now be concentrated on the

second modification mentioned above: the attachment
of a permanent bumper on ALVIN e

The possibility of combining main surface buoy-

ancy with an inflatable bumner has been suggested

in the past. Since the present main surface buoyancy of 1500 lbf. is obtained by the discharge of
air from the main buoyancy air tanks (2 tanks 23'

I.D. at 2500 psi.) into an enclosed floodable com-

partment in the forebody, the proposed idea would

use this air reserve to inflate the bumper which in
turn would supnly the main surface freeboard buoy-

ancy. The des ign constraints to be cons idered for
the bumper are:

(1) Drag - The bumper shoùld not appreciably
increase drag in the horizontal or the ver-

tical. Horizontal drag increases will

decrease forward s~eed. But, more important, vertical drag increases wiii increase

ascent and descent time by decreasing the

ascent and descent terminal veloc i ties.
(2) Main Buoyancl - The prese~t main surface
buoyancy of ALVIN is 1500 1 bfe Without

modifications to her present ballasting,

-14this parameter should be preserved.

( J) Coll is ion Force - For safety reasons,
ALVIK's fore and afterbodies are at the
present mecha~ically connected only at

the base of the personnel sphere. Consequently, the force of collision transmitted
by the bumper to the forebody should be

minimized.
(4) Trim Moment - Some increase in trim moment
due to the inflation of the bumper at the
bow can be compensated for by adjustment
of the present ballast, but trim moment
should be minimized.

The basic bumper geometry that was considered

in this report is shown in figure 1-4. The plan
view shows the uninflated perimeter as a solid line

and the inflated perimeter as a broken line. The
uninflated nerimeter sho~~ is waterline 4 expanded

by ~ bumper width,ao' Hence, the inflated perimeter shown is that of waterline 4 expanded by 3ao'

The sectional view of fi~ire 1-4 further clari-

fies this. Again, the inflated bumper is shovm by
broken lines with the forebody sho~~ by the cross-

hatched area. Waterline 4 is retained up to main

-15-
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-16deck level with a semi-elliptical lip (width = ao)

attached around the upper portion. This volume is
made of syntactic foam.
The b'imper itself is made of neoprene with

dacron chord interior backing (to prevent stretch).

The outer half of the bumper has a polyurethane

plastic exter ior surface. This is so that upon deflation, the inner half of the bumper will reverse

curvature and conform with the outer half. This
allows the whole biJ.mper to seat snuggly against the

semi-elliptical lip on the forebody upon deflation.
The uninfla ted form will have no sharp edges and

will retain a horizontal and vertical projected area

comparable to the present configuration. Therefore
this scheme maximizes the inflated perimeter (hence

increases protection) while minimizing increases in

drag.
Other factors concerned with the bumper operation are:

(1) The air release valves are located on the
top of the bumper to allow complete air
escape upon deflation.

(2) The semi-rigid ou ter half of the bumper is
spring loaded with the fore

body so that

-17conformity is assured upon deflation.

(3) EX1Jansion sections must be included in the

bumper where bumper surface area will need
to increase upon inflation due to curvature.

(4) Hoses connecting the bumper to the main air
tanks in the afterbody must have pull-free

connectors in case of emergency separation
of the fore and afterbodies.
Waterline lJ is semi-circ'llar about the bow,

centered at the intersection station 3.5 and the
center line. The un

inflated radius about the bow

is R (see figi.1re 1-4). Hence, the inflated radius

will be equal to R + 2ao' Note that the bumper in
figure 1-4 extends to station 8 (the limit of the

forebody). These geometric variables ,along with l

bumper depth bo' are the quanti ties that must be
varied so as to give the required results.

-1"5CEAP'lER 2
ANALYSIS

Introduction
'l'he bv_::per design requires inyestiga tion of
the following areas:

(1) The kinetic energy which a bumper would
8e required to absorb during collision
betlieen ALVIN and LULU.

( 2) The regions protected on ALVIN consider-

ing the above mentioned collision energy
and various bumper geometries.

The first analysis requires the determination
of the velocities of both vessels at the ocean

surface. Eere, assumptions will have to be made
regarding the recovery positions of the vessels.

As sho~m in figure 2-1, both vessels will be in

head seas at zero forward vessel velocity. In order to maximize the phase diff"erence between the

responses of LULU and ALVIN to the waves, ALVIN

will be aligned directly astern of LULU. With this
alignment, the surface velocity components of inter-

est 'trill be tr,e surge of both vessels. Determination of surge veloci ty for both vessels can be made

-19-
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-20by model test in a towing tank or by mathematical

mOdeling. Since an approximate, conservative value
for collision energy is sufficient, the latter approach will be followed.

The second area of investigation requires determining the volvne change of the bumper caused by
,I
~
'i
L

collision and the resulting protection perimeter on

li

.j

j

ALVIN. The total air reserve in the two main ballast
tanks can be used to inflate the bumper. hence, by
considering isentropic change from ballast tank to

bumper, the initial bumper volume and pressure are

known for a given bRmper geometry. The necessary
volume change of the bRmper required to absorb the
collision energy can alBo be determined by assuming
isentropic conditions.

The volu.ire change caused by geometrically altering the bU~per shape, as occurs in a collision,

will be determined by numerical integration. This
determination will give the protection perimeter as
a function of volume change and bumper geometry.

Comparison of the necessary volume change for energy
absorption and the volume change for various protection perimeters is then Possible.

-2lSurge Veloci tv Analysis

First. order theory for motions of bodies in a
seaway equates the wave's exciting force on a rigid

body to the response function of an oscillating body
in still water. The IIProude-Krylovll exciting force

approximation assumes that the pressure on the vessel's wetted surface area is a function of the wave's

undistorted potential field only. This approximation
is good for long, thin vessels that are small compared
to the wave length.

Two points concerning the use of this exci ting

force approximtion are made. First, LULU has two
parallel pontoons each of wflich would affec tthe

other's hydrodynamic behavior by establishing its

own potential field. In surge, at low velocities
(of the order of particle veloci ty), this effect

would be small and will be neglected. Hence, hydrodynamic analysis will be done assuming an equivalent
single pontoon.

Secondly, the stern of LULU acts as a wave
generator when ~inJu is heaving and pitching. The

wave system generated tends to propagate only away
from LUl!U. Such a system would decrease ALVIN i S surge
veloc i ti es toward. LlJLU in the proximi ty -of the stern.

-22Neglecting this effect would increase the collision

energy and l hence, would be a conserva ti ve assumption.
?igure 2-2 shows the first order model of the
system. l-~ote the phase difference bet"¡een LULU and

ALVIN.
~he expression for the pressure in a wave comes
from Bernoulli' s equation:
equa tion 2-1

V -i

p= - P d;Ut

+ /2 ~ V +

e9~

The last term is hydrostatic pressure and can be
neglected in the determination of the horizontal

exciting force. The middle term is the dynamic
component which will be second order compared with

the firs.t term (andi-dll be neglected). 'lhe first
term r~ presents the time ra.te of change of the

veloci ty potential field, ~. The simple r~rmonic

2-2 ) I(~ )

wave expression for ~ is:

equation

cP = U-IiýLù e - cas(kx. -uJt
where: E = wave height
LV = wave frequency

K = wave num8er

--~-----------~._..""~.._..""~~~

-23Eence, pressure becomes:
equB. tion 2-3

dcP/
P -= - ~ /J t = ( ~ t- 3/ L. ) e - k ~ S j'Vl ( k X - u. L ) .

For near surface applications, ~ ~ 0:
equa tion 2-4

p -= (() H ~h) s i V1 ( I( X - w t ) .
The exciting force is the integral of equation

2-4 over the wetted surface area:
equation 2-5

Fx.

( Pd ~ x

) wetted
c. re4
Since LULU '8 pontoons have constant cross-section

except for their tapered bow and stern, equation

2-5 may be approximated by:
equa tion 2-6

¡:L = ~ PI:c. - A PS4-el'I'

where the first term refers to the pressure at the
mid-point of the bow nose acting over the projected
wetted surface area and the second term refers to

the corresponding pressure at the stern. Recall

-24from fi gure 2-2 t~at the origin is at LULU's mid-

ship section; the distance to the bow nose mid-

point is - ~O teet and to t~e stern nose mid-point

is + 40 feet. If.50 square feet (Kenny '69) is
used as the wetted cross-sectional area, the ex-

pression for LULU'S exciting force becomes, with

use of equation 2-4:
equation 2-7
FL. = e J-5 (~o¡:+..) L:) l'o'(-40K -wt:).- Slvt(40 k -LDt.))

For deep water waves:
equa tion 2-?

LV = 27T/T
equation 2-9
2-

K= LA/§ =

4r/?r

~

T i.

where: T = wave period.

~H
th ( pei ) + -= ~ 4 i byL' l 3
. - J i.c. e...

and using

equa tions 2-S and 2-9 , equation 2-7 becomes, after

trigometric manipulation:
equation 2-10

J- L.:: - 3. 2- 2 x. /0"3 1-1 5 i 'l' (4 '1/ T 2.) C. 0 S ( ~ 2. TTty T ) .

-25In the case of ALVIN, the following application of Gauss's Theorem will be used:
equa tion 2-11

(~.;P~xd\r
F)(:: ~
JA ~_
P d l-)t
) v /J
The pressure gradient in the x direction is obtained by differentiating equation 2-4 with respect

to xi
equa tion 2-12

JP/
/;) x

Z. H TT2.t/T 7. C D oS '3rr r~í .

( ) ( 4 -i _ 2._17 t:)

Again, equations 2-3 and 2-9 were used.

iihen sin TT ( i/). ) ~ IT ( -Y ), (À being the
wave length and i being the ship length), the
pressure gradient ~ay be approximated as a constant

about midship. Equation 2-11 is then wri tten as:
equa tion 2-13

m l )( ) (411'1;( 2-TTt.)~

Fi4 :: - ( /p (2H7Tt/T2. CoS TZ- - T 'J.
The first term is tne virtual displacement

where M Á is the virtual mass of ALVIN (the true

mass plus the entrained mass of water). Entrained
or added mass for -~odies on or near a free surface

-26vary Ì'Ji t11 t'¡ave frequency. But the added mass of
a long, thin body in surge is only about lO% of

its true mass. Hence, use of the deeply submerged
adc1.ed mass of a body i'ill introduce only slight

error in the value of virtual Wßss.
,!
1.

If ~aLVIN is nodeled as a submerged spheroid

wi th a lengt~. of 20 feet and true displacement
of 15 long tons, a width and depth of 7 feet is

obtained. The added mass in surge for thi s deeply
submerged spheroid is 1)'; of true mass (Newman t 71) .

Hence, equation 2-13 becomes:

FA

= (113 X 15' U'o"-s X 7. 2 A 0 J!..X3l.. ;:~::J z ~,rr).o s(~ _ 2 ;,

equation 2-14

F(. ~ -2.34 xI04(~T') ('os(~~': _ (",2:1:-)
The phase lag distance is the' di stance between IDidship LULU (the origin) and midship

-27ALVIN (figure 2-2). This is the SQ~. of one-half
of the lengt~ of each vessel or 58 feet since LULU

is 96 feet long and ALVIN is 20 feet long. The
final expression for the forcing function on ALVIN
is given by:

equation 2-15

4 (~ ) ( 7/ Co. 1.8t. \

¡: ¡q ~ - 2. 3 4 ic 10 Y T 7. è. Ð S -T"l - T) .

The general linear first order response function
for a body in a wave system is given by:
equa tion 2-16

" ..

J i=i i

x'it.):: ¿ (Y1ii+q;i)~.(i:) t- bi.S ~(i) + tis' ri(t.) .

The j index denotes the response mode (surge, sway,

heave, pitch, roll or yaw). The right hand side

-2~),-

terms are SU!1'1ed. over the 6 modes. For symetrically

submerged bo~ ies, the i l j terms will be zero.

The m. . term is t~e true mass or mass moment of the

iJ

body.

'l'he a. . terms are the added mass coeffici en ts.
i .J

The b. . terms are the hydrodynamic response that is
i J

in phase with the veloci ty. This is a low velocity
lineariza tion since damping ac tually varies with

the square of velocity. The c. . terms are the static
i J

restoring force coefficients. For surge, eii = 0

since there is no static restoring force. This is
i~portant to note since it means that there is also

no resonance problem in surge.
Drag for any body in a fluid consists of pres-

sure or form drag and viscous drag. For bodies on
a free surface, there is another form of drag that
arises from tie generation of surface waves by the

80dy i S motion on the surface. This wave drag is
of major importance in the study of ship propulsion

and is usually determined by Froude seale modeling
in a towing tank.

For LULU, no towing tank determination of drag

coefficients has been made. An approximate wave
drag coefficient can be obtained from Nev~an '61.

-29Nev~an m~thema tically determined linear wave draß

coefficients by calculation of the energy in the

generated wave system. 5is body forms were long

elli psoids located below the free surface. Since
LULU i S pontoons break the free surface, the calcu-

la ted values are low but serve as an estimate for
comparison to LULU i S inértial response term. The
linear d.rag coefficient for a submerged ellipsoid.

of the pontoon's dimensions was 110 Ibm _ ft./sec.
The form drag on the pontoon is given by:
equation 2-17
Z.

Oro J - Yz e 5 (11 V

where: S = projected area
f = water density

V = veloci ty
CD= form drag coefficient.

From qoerner, the form drag coefficient for a
biT dimensional shape similar to the pontoon is

CD = .38. Again, using 50 square feet as the pro- .
jected cross-sectional wetted area, . the form drag on

one pontoon becomes:

OY'Qj -= t (L s~~X 5"Or-l~
_t+.t.
X .38
X )V7.
i b xl 1- 5l
See.

-30equation 2-13

o ra 5 :: ( (1 iC V -i) I 6 r .
The inertial response term is the product of

LL~U' S virtual mass and vehicle acceleration. The
added mass coefficient for half of a deeply sub-

merged ellipsoid of the pontoon's dimensions is

.015 (Nevman '71). Bence, the ratio of LULU'S drag
to inertia, P L , is given by:

b VL + ~ ~S~"VL:
(3~ :: 1l~ \Ì L.

1.) 211o""-t+.

(IIOVI.+ I'1VL x 31.. It?f-see.'(l.olSX 2/5"L.hJlS L.24ö L,lt:

. X 16 )'

equation 2-19

ßL.=
If water

I 10 VL of ~e, VL
r 5"2. 00 V i-

-i

particle velocity and acceleration are used

as an order of magnitude approximation of vehicle
velocity and acceleration, equation 2~19 becomes:

ß L. ::

liD 1-~/2. + It¡ l.4wA
J 5" 2. 00 I-w 2./2.

equa tion 2-20

~L =

/7.S- T + Q.5"H
1.S-2.xl04

-31When using sea state spectra, the best estimator of the average significant wave height is

Hl/3 l the average 1/3 highest wave value. The true
spectrum average, Hl/2, .1S low due to the influence
of the small Í'iaves vihich are present in the complete
1, .

spectrum but are insignificant for engineering ap-

plica tions. ?or the case at hand. design wave per, n S of 6, 7 and

1 0.-,.

8 seconds were used since they cov-

ered the sea state 5 to 6 range. The Hl/3 values
were obtained from Marks' data on fully arisen seas

In the case of ALVIN, model tests have shown
that her wave drag is very small for the free surging condition and form and viscous drag predominated.

\

From fully submerged model tests (Mavor '66), ALVIN'S
total drag coefficient was

cD =

.027, based on a

wetted area of 500 square feet. This included the
presence of the sail which is not effective to drag

on the surface. ~Ience' ~A is given by:
~ ~ = I ( 1'2 ~ 5 L 0 VtJ"L) / ( rY ~ ~)

-32Wave Height

Sea State

Wind
VeL.

Period
(see)

(ft. )

Sig. H1/3

(k ts)

Mean

1

4-7

.18- .6

2

7- 14

. 88- 1. 8

1.4 -2.9

1. 8

3

14-16

2.0 -2.9

4

17-20

5

6

Length

(ft)

Max. Energy

Mean

Average

.37-1.2

2-3.4

1.4-2,4

6.7-20

-3.7

4-5.4

2.9-3.9

27.0-52

3.3 -4.6

4.2 -5.8

5.6-6.5

4.0-4.6

59.0-71

3.8 -4.3

6.1 -6.9

7.3 -8.7

7.2- 7 .7

5.1-5.4

90.0-99

20-23

5.0 -7.9

~.O -12

13.0 -16

8.1-9.7

5.7-6.3 111.0-160.

24-30

8.2 -11

13.0 -18

17.0 -23

9.9-11.3

7.0-7.9 164.0-212

Figure 2- 3a.
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Characteristics of Fully Arisen Sea.
(3eproduced from Co~en 1972 - After
W. Narks, Geo-Marine Technology Nov.

i 964) .
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-33( liX 2'~;1 S-óo r + 'x . óz.
7 V.
"i 5/Uj - f+ ,
) £.
lbC-:;ect.
(3,q =

)( X 110..)( i I t -sec.l\"/

(1./3 /S'L.h"" 2240 L.~ 3L2 Ib~-f~ )V(j

equation 2-21

J 3..s~ V;;

ß Q ::

"1

I I Bo \//4

Again, if 'Na ter particle values for veloci ty

J.

and acceleration are used:

J.

~,q :;

J 3 . ;'- J-/4w 1./-4

¡¡gD Hw/i-

So it follows that:

equation 2-22

(34

-3,-1
= $".))(/0
ri

.:'or the previously mentioned sea conditions, ~ (. ¿(, 1 .
Again, the drag is neglected.
The resu1 ting response functions for LULU and

ALVIN are:
equa tion 2-23

x ~:: IV A VA

-I./Bx.lo

3

.

V,q

, br

equa tion 2-24

I.
XL. :: rYL VL. - /, fo 2. x I 0 ~ VL. t ~ t

")

-34Equa ting equation 2-23 to equation 2-15 results in:

equation 2-25

VA;: - 2.3 4 x l04 ( i-T~ c:os( fz ~ ~. i:C).
Likewise, equating equation 2-24 to equation 2-10
resul ts in:

equa tion 2-26

VL :;" - . j c¡ 7 H s;~ ( 4-'i/T z)c. l) s( -rl. 2.8t;/T) ,

Differentia ting equations 2-25 and 2-26 obtains
the following velocity expressions:
equa tion 2-27

iii ) . (1// Co.L.Bc./)
~ := 7.. 2 1 (H T"7 S J ~ /T z. - / r .
eqva tion 2-28
./

VL = . 03 I L. (I--H') 5 '."l ( 4 VT'-) S i ~(- ",¿Bt:IT ).
All assumptions made here were conservative,

that is, they tended to increase the surge velocities
and the response-phase difference of the vehicles.
::enee, the collision energy was maximized.

Energy Analysi s
Figure 2-4 shows the sequence of collisions

-35Vi?

\li. i

M1

a.) Initial Velocities

(Es = 0).

M1.

r
V3

Vi

s.

M1

b.) Zero Relative

Veloci ty (E = ~ax.) .

i\v\ . ~ 1.

l

V1+

Vi.l- .

A\l

c.) Final Velocities

M1.

Figure 2-4.

Collision of Two Masses.

(Es = 0).

-36between two masses wi th a linear elastic spring

attached to one of the masses. Energy and momentum
in the collision so that the expres-

are conserved

sions for total energy and ~omentum are constant

for the three states shown. In figure 2-4a, the

two masses approach each other with initial veloc i ties,
In figure 2-4b, the two Basses move with the same
~

velocity. At this point the relative velocity between the two bodies is zero and the energy absorbed

by the spring is at a maximum. In figure 2-4c,
both bodies are moving at their final velocities and

there is no energy retained in the spring. The
equa tions for conservation of energy and momentum

are:
equa tion 2-29
Y-i ~ "2 M i +)f V2. i. fì i. + E:5 :: E T:: c. D v1 s -l ~ vt +

equation 2-30

fY. v:i fl
+-\."Z- Il
2. Ð
"Vhere:

E

s

=

Em =
'1-

No P-i

tI T = t- Ð vt s + c. V\ +

spring energy

total

energy

= to tal momentum.

-37ii'or figure 2-481, the calculated values of surge
veloci ty for LULU and ALVDJ are used:

equation 2-31

1. i
12 VL ~ fJ ~ + 1£ Vf. rv i4 + 0 :: E r

equation 2-32

rY ~ VL + VJ ~ V,q:- lV 0 Vl T
Note that M ! will be the total virtual mass of
.L

LULU with both pontoons. Likewise, M ¡ will be the
virtual mass of ALVIN.

For figure 2-1-:0:
equation 2-33

~ ~ 1-( tYLI + 11~) 4- Es:: E T
equation 2-34

v; ( rl L.' + rn' i4 ) ~ tnóvi r
If equation 2-32 is equated to equation 2-34, V3

becomes:
equa tion 2-35
,

V3 -

(YL Vi. 1(Y~ T

I

(V ¡: V,q

fl ~

- '-3:J..

Now Es can ~e determined by equating equation
2-31 to equation 2-33:

equation 2-36

E ~ =. ~ fì ~ (VL. '"- ~ L) T ~ IV ~ ( V~ 1- - ~.7- ) .
Using previously given values for virtual
mass, equations 2-35 and 2-36 become:
equa tion 2-37

V3:: rt q.( .8()i( IOs-VL
I ~ l( I-t D
3.8(p
x 104 V~ J

++ .

sec-.

equation 2-38

E ~ "- ~. 5-2 S-x/D 4( VL.~ - ~ -z) + 5'. c¡ x f O(V,,;':. ~~~ ++ '//"f
Bumper Geometric Analysis
The two main ballast spheres on ALVIN are 11.5
inches in radius and pressurized with air to 2500

psi. The ini tialvolume then is:
equation 2-39
Vi- :: Z. (4¡J IT f( ~ ) = I. L ß )( L 0 41'1' 3

Since bumper infla tion and collision compres-

sion are both rapid processes, isentropic conditions

will be assumed. The isentropic gas relation is:

-39-

equa tion 2-40 ~
Pi'V:' - c.OrlS+6VLt

i-here Y:: c. ty t!v =-1.4 for air.
?inal bQsper volume is given by the product of
the cross-sectional area and mean bunper peri~eter.

The cross-section will be elliptical and the mean
perimeter ¡qill be the equivalent straig~1t length

of the bumper. '_~ence, final volume is:
equation 2-41

\1+ -. (ìTC:ohJ LWL + Viwhere: ao = minor radius
00= major radius

T _J.
m

mean perimeter (refer to figure

2- 5) .
Again, if the isentropic gas relation is
used. final bunper pressure isi

equation 2-L:-2
4'

PL

:; ~. (¥ Y-\t )

Cnce the Dumper ~1as been infla ted , valves

connec ting the air tan:ks and the bumper v¡ill be

-40closed. Hence, the system's new initial voluMe
ï'ill be:

equation 2-43

Vi ~ Vf - V,' ~ (TTCiö bo) LW\
j. .
1. .

equation 2_L!-4

Pi :: P.¡

The expression for work done on compressing

a gas is:
equa tion 2-45

¥i.

'w~ ~ Pdv.
Vi
If the isentropic gas law is used, equation
2-45 becomes:

equation 2-4.6 Y' :Vi. c!v

'y=- P.\f L .yr -

d- r V J ~
(I-¥") "\

P.v. L ¡-r V,

tlr
Solving for Vi.
equa tion 2-47
J

-i :: ewe ~-IY(P,~ r) + V
i

1-1' J

¡ -r'

-!.H-

Therefore, t-,:.e necessary cliange in volume to a"osorb
t~e energy of collision,

Es ,

is given by:

equation 2-4l3

i

T-7

IJ V = V. - C E :5 ( Y -I yC Pi V, t)

.. v.('" J

where the ter~s on the right hand side are known
from the spe~ification of the bURper geometry and
frOB t~e energy of collision analysis.
Figure 2- 5 shows water line 4 wi tü bumper

inflated. Çollision with LULU is simulated by a
straight line of contact compressing the bumper by

a penetration depth, d. The semi-circular bow is
. i
I

selected as t~e collision location because tüis is the
bQ~per region with the smallest radius of curvature.

T!1e smaller t-r,e radius of curvature, the larger t~e
penetration depth, d, will be. The undisturbed

bumper wid th

is 2ao.

In the compressed regions,

the width is 2a( l ) i'Ihere cp =. e - eo The
differen~ial equation for volume anywhere in the

bumper is~
equa tion 2-49

dv :: ( R +a.) ITO. b dcp

~42-
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Figure 2- 5. Plan View
of Waterline 4 with
Bwnper Inflated Showing

Compression Due To Col-

lision.
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-43~tere: R - uninflated radius

b.='2i

bumper depth

A so~stant section perimeter restraint will

be Ìl.1yO sed ~'.(-~ic:: is valid considering t~na t the
bV_'"per i S neoprene sJÜn Nill stretch very little

due to its dacron chord backing. i1ith this:
equa tion 2-50 bumper perille ter ~ 1-7T(UO"l;, b~J ~ cons tant.

Sol ving for b, in the compressed region
resul ts in:

equation 2-51
b ~

7. '2 J iZ
C Q 0 -i +- bo - a .

The differential volvne equation becomes:

- - K

equation 2-S2

d ¥ ~ TT a (a 0 ~ + b6~ - a.7. J (R + a) cd ri

Again, conSidering figure 2-5, the fOllowing
trigoffetric relation is obtained:

equation 2-53

C6 S 4 ::
tq:iere:

R"2-d.

Rp

R + L.Ci

R ~ Za

~p = the protected radius = 22 _ d

-44-

Sol ving for a(

cl(&)=
equa tion

):

iP

XL

~

(

COS(($)

2-54

RJ

a ( ~) :: Jt C R p :) ec. ( ~) - R J
Now the total angle ~o of the compressed region of

the bumper is:

Rf
C.oS ( (0) -

R + 2.a 0

RF \

equation 2-55

-I (

cPó -

c.o.s .

R +- ¿C/o )

The volume of the compressed region of the
bumper is obtained by numerically integrating

equation 2-52. A sixth order Simpson Rule formula
was used by dividing the total angle of the affected

region, 1.~, by 6. For each. ¿1 4

increment,
a( CP) was obtained from equa tion 2-54 and substituted into equation 2-52. The resulting volume was

subtracted from the original volume of the section,
~ l'o ii Cio h~ ( R +ûc) , and the /J V as function of

o ~ p

a for various R i S was obtained.

-45The protec ted regions on ALVIN can now be de-

terDined as a function of various geometric parametsrs of t1e -')\JR.per. These para:neters are:

( 1)

bumper depth, b

( 2)

bumper l'\idth, a

( 3)

uninfla ted radius, R

(4 )

total bumper length, specified by

- 0

o

the stations number to v.rhicl1 the
bUBper extends.

-h6CHAPTEU
RESULTS

Surge Velocities and Energy of Collision
Figures 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show the surge veloc-

ities of LULU and ALVIN and the resulting collision
energies. The collis ion energy curve does not extend below Es = 0 since this is the region of noncollision between LULU and ALVIN.

The crest of the energy curve increases and shifts
to the left with increasing wave periods and wave

heights. The shift to the left can be seen by looking at the energy curve crest in relation to the half
period po int. In figure 3-1, the crest is to the

right of 3 seconds. In figure 3-2, the crest occurs

very near 3.5 seconds. In figure J- 3, the crest occurs to the le ft 0 f 4 sec onds .

The explanation of the energy curve IS variation

is:
(1) With increas ing periods, the phase d iffer-

ence of the two vehicles decreases. This
would tend to decrease the collision energy
with increasing sea state except for the

following fact.

-~.7(2) With increas ing wqve he i~ht the magnitude

of the surge veloc ities increases. Hence,

inc~easing the wave period and wave height
rrod'J.ces cO'.mteracting effects with the

increasing wave height predominating.
The collis ion energy crest value in figure 3-3,

approximately 10,000 ft.-lbfo, will be used in the
bumper des ign analys is.

Geometric Analysis. of B'imper

As mentioned at the end of the analysis section,

the ~¥ necessary to absorb the collision energy and
the !JV available for various protection radii, Rp,

are functions of bumper geometry. Figure 3-4 shows
the results for a bèlmper depth of 2 feet (b = 1 foot),

an uninflated radius R = (3.5 + ao) feet (where 3.5
fee t is the waterline 4 rad ius at the bow), and a

protection perimeter extending to station 8. The
points of intersection between the energy curve
(which goes from zero to the upper right) and the

protection radius curves give the bumper half widths

necessary for the various protection radii. To

give an idea of the extent of. the protection perimeter, an Rp of 5.5 feet is necessary to protect the
~

mechan ical arm in the folded ros i tion.

-48Figure 3-5 shows the displacement of the bumper

described in fi~Jre 3-4. It can be seen that if the
present main b~oyancy of 1500 Ibf. is retained, the

resulting protection radius is less than that which
is necessary to protect the mechanical arm.

The buoyancy of the bumper can be decreased by
shortening the length of the bumper and/or by de-

creasing the b'..imper depth. Figure 3-6 shows the
displacement for a bumper with depths of 2 feet and
1.5 feet (b = 1.0 and .75 feet), uninflated radius

R = (3.5 + ao) feet., and a protection perimeter
only extending to station 3.5.

Figure 3-7 shows the protection radius curves

for this set cf conditions. It can be seen that for
the same displacemerit, the b = . 75 b~mper affords the

greater protection radius. Still the protection
radius is less than that necessary to protect the
l'echanical arm""

The rrotection radius can be extended by increasing the un

inflated radius, R. Figures 3-8 and

3-9 show the result. In figure 3-8, theuninfla ted
radius is increased to R = (4.0 + a~) feet, while

the other parameters remain constant. In figure
3-9, the uninfla ted radius is extended ~ foot more

-49to R = (4.5 + a ) feet. The energy curve increases
o

slightly with increasing un

inflated radius while the

protection radius curves shift l foot to the left.
Figure 3-10 shows the buoyancy curves for these

two cases. Again, if present main buoyancy of 1500
Ibf. is maintained, it can be seen that the protection
perimeter extent

ion is very near equal to the increase

in un infla te d rad ius.

Figure 3-11 shows the major shortcoming of any

infla table bow bumper. This is the graph of the
trim moment created about the center of gravity

when the bumper is inflated. The two cases shown
are for the b~mper geometries used in figures 3-9
and 3-10
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DISCUSSION
(1) A lini t to increasing the uninfla ted

radius for t~e purpose of extending the protec-

tion perimeter about the bow is the increasing
vertical drag. The drag increases wi t~ the in-

creasing pro j ectecl vertical area. This decreases
the terminal ascent and descent velocity öf ALVIN,

which obviously increases the ascent and descent

time.
To gi ve an idea of t~e approximate time change

involved, t~e bumper geometries in figures 3-9
and 3-l~ which yield a displacement of 1500 Ibf'J

are compared. The Tesul ting difference in the total vertical, projected area is approximately 5%.
The equation for terminal velocity is:
equation 4-1

Y-i

vNhere

( Z vvve./~ S~O J

CD = drag coefficient

W
wet= wet weight
S = projected vertical area

. ~ = water density

-62It follo"!Ts 1.y c1iniensione.l analysis that the
"
ratio of terminal velocities
for two bodies with

different proj ec ted areas but equal drag coefficients anè ~jet '\\'eig!1t is:
equa tion 4-2

\/ /Vi.

k.

L $'-/5, J 2.

'"

The travel time for a given depth is inversely

proportional to the velocity. T~erefore, the percent of ti~e increase, d tt, is given by:

Ll C. ~ :: ( I - t.x.,) x / DC %

eq1.;I.ation 4-3

11 t. % - L' - J SYs: L )( 1007.
lor the previously stated case of an area increase
of 5:;;, the resulting /J t;"b is approximately 2.5:,~.

For a travel ti~e of 2 ~ours, thi s means an increase

of approximately 3 minutes. T,erefore J the protection peri~e0er can òe extended modestly wi tnout

-63. greatly increasing descent or ascent time.
(2) The bum.per) as descri ~ed~ is a non-linear

spring Nhose expression for Hooke is Li:n'l would be
of t~e polynomial form:
equa ti on 4_L~

1.

"Z '3

Ko f-K.x. L I(i-X +-1(3)( ., ....

FStrl~

The coefficients in this polynomial would have to
be determined numerically.
The expression for energy wi thin the spring
is given by:

equ..t.lon,,,y-".
d
E, '" ), F. t":":5 d Xo
The energy analysis in CHAPTER 2 gives the value

of energy for the liini ts of equation 4-5 (at 0
and penetration depth, d). Since E = 0 at x = 0,
s

it follow's that f( = O. If the bumper is model ed

.0

as linear, tLen Ki is determined from equation 4-5

and t.1e rest of the K i S are set equal to zero.
This approximation gives a low value of maximum

-64spring force. A Bore conservative approximation

would be ~o aS8U.lie a second. ord_er expression f'or
. .ooke' s La¡'T:

equation 4-6

I- 5 t ,. i ~J :t k 2. X

-i

Hi -eh equation 4-6, equation 4- 5 can be integrated to yield tie following expression for;'2:
equation 4-7

k: -i 3 l:?j ~

Hence, t:-_e expression for maximum spring force
lìecomes:

equation li_c.
AF:St('I~5 I'

'3 E-l

.

:Jote t~1at th.e value of the number on the right hand
side of eaD..tion L~_'~. will increase by i for every

increase in t~e assu_med orò.er of Hooke's Lavl.

'l:ie :rB,xinum decelera ti on of ALVIN can now be

, ,

. - .-----~-,-~-~...:,-.,-""''"~.,''~~.,~;¡òß~~'iil~'i~i.~Å~ít\í¡;M~i¡¡~WÆ;,~)"IÚM~&&-.\iU~'i;;,,0s.;~~

-6.5dete:rmined fros the equation of moJ~ion:
equation L~-9

3£$

v~-

Y1~d
The above equation neglec ts the influence of tlie

waves on ALVL~ during collision.

The pene~ration depth can be expressed as
a func ti on of the bumper geometry:

equation 4-10

d ~ R +2.ao- Rp
vJ~1ere:

R

qo

= uninfla ted

=

radius

i bumper iÜd th

2'

protection

radius.
p
Choosing ~he geometry of figure 3-9 for a
R

=

displacenent of 1500 l0f' (figure 3-10), the -~ bum-

per widt:'l (ao ~ .55) and the protection radius
R = 6 feet, the ff-ximum collision force and deP
celeration is t~en:

F ..

t.oll')'Q ..

(3'1IOOD f-r-/h/)
(.: . 5' -l. S-S- + I. , - Co ) r +

s=

4.Dx/O ¡b¡.

-66ib..-r-/

V4-

4.0 ;(10 S- fbt Xj Ibl-~~¿-i
i ~r L. fr",_ 5

'" 2."'40 Ibl"

L, .Jo '"

V,q= I/.~J
The force involved in the above collision is
too large for the present s~ructural configuration

of ALVIN. 'lne force could be loi'Tered. by softening
t:-e interior of c~e pontoons (i. e. water bumper or

foam). Also, the number of mechanical links between

t;-:e fore and after"(Jodies of ALVIN could De increased
beyond t~:.e single latch at the base of t~ie per-

sOY',-"1el sp~lere. These latches could be triggered
by the pilot once the submersi ole l:as reached the

surface, and inflated the bumper.

Even wit~ t~ese schemes, the forces involved

would be great. ?rom equation 4-8, it is seen that
the collision force could be reduced by softening
the bu~per and allowing a larger penetration depth.

Disregarding, for the moment, the bumper geometry
and surface buoyancy, consider a penetration depth

of 1 foot. T~e collision force and deceleration

i~l0111d be:;or-e:'

(3)l/DDO r+-Ib.ç)
F ~..11 ,'~;o r\

1+t.

- "3. 0 ~ i 0 4 I bf .

-671~W\- l+
3 . D 'i (0 4 I b l x J / h.L _ S e C. L

Vt4

V¡4

I S- L. fo-i 5 X z.?. A D i 6 ~ . ~""
. 8 c¡ J

The deceleration just derived ls tolerable based
1.

on the values given in "General Environ.'nental

Requirements For Deep Submersible Vehicles And

Submrines" (SAE, April 1969) .

( 3) A way to reduce the force .collision,
eliminate the trim moment, maintain present sur-

face buoyancy of 15001bf. and offer protection
to station 8, is by using a partially submerged

bumper. At station 8, the b~'nper would be totally
submerged. As the bumper proceeds toward the bow,
it curves up and above the water line.

Finally,

at the bow, only a smaii percent of the bumper

remains below the water line. The main surface
buoyancy is provided by the portion submerged
only. T~'2e percent of bumper submerged along the

lengt~ of the forebody would be determined by trim
DOllent limitations.

-6:T:ie cross-se(~i.:ion of the bumper could. increase

toi';ar(l t:1e 00\;. 'l'his would alloll for greater
penetration rJ.epths anòl t\1US, lower collision forces

in t:tlÌs region. 1'1e desired protection perimeter
could be o~tained by proper selection of t~e vninflated peri~ieter. It :"1as been s~'lOvm earlier t~at

J.

modest increases beyond the present vertical pro-

1.
. ?~

jected area lead to negligible increases in vertical transit time.

:::;y T'oving t!1e bU.:llper higher-up on ALVIN, tne
moment arm be"tl'leen t11e center of gravity and the

line of action of the collision force increases.

It may be felt t~at this would increase the tendency for the lower bow region to rota~e into the ob-

ject with w~ic~ ALVIN is colliding. Since softer
bumpers and, therefore, lower collision forces

are possible with this system, the rotating moment

actually can be reduced. For example, consider

tt1e t1'lO collision forces determined previously.
There was an order of magnitude difference between

them. T~e difference in moment arm between the
submerged and surface Ollllper will be far less than

an orQer of magnitude.

-69C:fAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine
the requirements for an inflatable docking bumper
and, specifically, to apply them to DSRV ALVIN.

The analysis as shown establishes the following

facts:
(1) With a totally submerged bumper around
the bow, there is going to be a problem with
trim moment.

(2) If the uninflated radius is increased in

order to increase the pro tection radius, the
trim moment will be increased and vertical
transi t time will be slightly increased.

( 3) If the displacement is held constant and

the protection radius is increased by using

all of the available pressure, thereby stiffening the bumper, the collision force and the
accompanying decelerations are greatly increased.
(4) If a

totally submerged bumper with a 1500

Ibf. displacement is deemed desirable and the
trim moment can be compensated for, collision

-70forces could be lowered by softening the bumper

by not using all of the available pressure in
the !rain air tanks. The desired protection

perimeter could be obtained by increasing the

uninfla ted perimeter. This approach sacri'r .

fices transit time.

1

(5) The mo st feasible design approach appears
to be wi t~ a partially submerged bumper. Thi s

scheme eliminates problems of trim moment, sur-

face buoyancy and collision force. A bonus
with the partially submerged bumper is that

the vie1'i through the forward window in the personnel sphere will not be obstructed by the

b~~per in either the inflated or uninflated
condi tion. Submerged bumpers would cut-off
some of the upper view of the window.

In conclusion, it is felt that inflated
bumpers on submersibles are desirable and feasible.

Inclusion of the bumper in the original subilersi ble
Qesign would. eliminate many of the difficulties

encoQ~tered in trying to design around an eXisting
submersible such as ALVIN.
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